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Abstract
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) methods, and especially, ultrasounds have gone from being a mere laboratory
curiosity to an indispensable tool in the industry as a primary means of determining the level of quality achieved
in its products (ASM, 1989; Barbero, 1999).
This study will identify and apply the main physical phenomena of interaction of an ultrasonic wave in a
composite material, to see if through this type of waves, you can detect defects of the type of porosity or
delaminations in these materials. The percentages of reflected and transmitted waves in real cases of defects in
the composite material will also be studied. It will be shown if the frequencies and intensities of the waves are
adequate to find this type of defects or imperfections in the material.
The theoretical study of the ultrasonic wave seeks to help researchers in the development of equipment that uses
the methodology of immersion ultrasound for the inspection of materials in the search for 'defects' and to
understand the physics of the test.
Keywords: ultrasound, carbon fiber, epoxy matrix, porosity, delamination, NDT techniques
1. Introduction
In the last decades the operating requirements have increased, while at the same time trying to reduce the weight of
the structures and mechanical components used for industrial purposes. This has led to the need to use advanced
materials that have high mechanical properties along with a decrease in weight (Inasmet, 1998). The use of fiber
reinforced polymeric matrix composites has replaced in many cases conventional materials (steel, plastic,
aluminum, concrete, etc.). These materials have been used preferably in the aeronautical and space industry for the
manufacture of floor panels, spoilers, rudders, depth rudders, interior and exterior ailerons, space shuttles,
satellites, etc. where they have had a greater development because they are structures that require high values of
resistance and specific rigidity, and in which the weight factor entails a great decrease in the cost (Sanglier et al.,
2003; Ramírez & Col, 1982; Wróbel & Wierzbicki, 2005; Ramírez López et al., 1996).
Fiber-reinforced composite materials are also used in other sectors such as construction, wind turbines, marine,
elite sports, automotive and other sectors such as medical and military (ImieliÉska et al., 2004; Rojek, Stabik, &
Wróbel, 2005; Ochelski, 2004).
These composite materials are characterized by high rigidity and mechanical resistance, high fatigue resistance,
corrosion resistance, low weight and the possibility of selecting the appropriate orientation of the sheets for each
specific application. Their low thermal conductivity and high dimensional stability give these materials a very
interesting alternative in applications subject to low temperature conditions.
The structural components of this type are made up of plate and/or beam type elements, which are subjected to
loads perpendicular to their plane that originate a state of work in bending in which tensile and compressive
stresses appear (Padmanabhan & Kishore, 1995; Potel et al., 1998; Scarponi & Briotti, 2000; Vaccaro & Akers,
1996). For example, these tensile states can appear in the aerodynamic loads exerted on the wings of an aircraft.
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Howeverr, another aspeect of great im
mportance andd where this sttudy is going to be centeredd is the identiffication of
defects unnderstood as porosity, delaamination or aaccumulation of material (ffiber cuts, resiin, fiber break
kage, etc.)
that can ccause the failuure of the mateerial in case off receiving imp
pact loads on the
t structure oof composite material.
m
It
has been observed experimentally th
hat the delaminnations produ
uced by this ty
ype of impact cconsiderably reduce
r
the
resistancee to compressiion (Cantwell et al., 1986; G
Gray et al., 199
95; Baker, Jon
nes, & Callinaan, 1985; Bish
hop, 1985).
For all thhese reasons, it is necessaary to know hhow to identify, using som
me NDT (Noon-Destructivee Testing)
techniquee, in this case the ultrasound
ds, those posssible defects atttending to thee study of the physical phen
nomena of
interactioon of a wave with the com
mposite materiial and to be able to calcu
ulate and inter
erpret the perccentage of
reflected and transmitted wave in a determined
d
im
mperfection orr defect.
2. Methoods
To carry out the study, several paneels have been manufactured
d (one of referrence, anotherr with medium
m porority
and a thirrd with delam
minations) of co
omposite mateerial based on
n a modified epoxy
e
matrix 88552 togetherr with high
resistancee carbon fiberr AS4 preimprregnated in thee form of unid
directional tape with a curinng temperaturee of 180ºC
manufacttured in an auttoclave, curing
g pressure 6 baars, volumetricc fiber contentt of 62% and nnominal thickn
ness of the
cured layyer of 0.13 mm
m with a fiber weight
w
per areea of 145 gr/m
m2. The size off the panels waas 34 cm high
h by 29 cm
wide.
Sixteen laayers were useed, overlapped
d in a unidirecctional way (d
direction of thee fibre 0º) withh a final panell thickness
(test piece) of 3mm aftter the curing phase.
p
Each laayer has a thicckness of 0.1875 mm, then tthe porosity was
w caused
in the fouurth layer (at 0.75
0
mm from
m the surface) and the delam
minations weree made in the eighth layer (at
( 1.5 mm
from the surface, in thee central part of
o the test piecce).
Below are some imagees of the specim
mens used in the test. The specimen
s
with
h the letter R iin the lower central part
corresponnds to the referrence specimeen (well made with no defeccts), the specim
men P1 on the right correspo
onds to the
specimenn with medium
m porosity, and
d finally, the sspecimen P2 on
o the left corresponds to thhe delaminatio
ons.
Attached are some imaages taken by ultrasound ussing total imm
mersion transm
mission with 1 MHz frequency of the
three typees of panels annalyzed. The image
i
is a verry powerful in
nstrument that allows to inteegrate a great amount of
informatiion to capturee it in a singlle glance. It m
makes it posssible to easily
y compare adjjacent areas with
w small
differencees in attenuattion or travel time, and diggital support techniques allo
ow the techniician to easily
y optimize
observation conditionss (Huang et all., 1998; Mour
uritz, Townsed
d, & Shah Khan, 2000; Kinno, 1979). A test
t of this
type is inttrinsically inseensitive and th
he signal deteccted is usually
y quite affected
d by noise or iinstability thatt causes its
amplitudee to oscillate. However, desspite the low ssensitivity there is a high deefect capacity..

Figure 1. Different typpes of specimeens in the ultraasonic test
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Attached are some imaages taken by ultrasound
u
usiing the 1 MHzz total immerssion transmisssion of the threee types of
specimenns.

Figure 2. Reference tesst tube on the left
l (A) and P11 test tube with
h medium porrosity on the riight (B) of epo
oxy matrix
reinforrced with carbon fiber
Figure 2 (left) shows an
a ultrasonic inspection
i
usiing immersion
n transmission
n of the refereence specimen
n (without
defects) oof the materiall under study. It is observed the unidirectiionality of the fiber at 0º alon
ong the whole sample. In
figure 2 (rright) it is obsserved an ultraasonic inspectiion using imm
mersion transm
mission of the ttest tube P1 where
w
areas
with meddium porosity have
h
been gen
nerated in the fourth layer of
o the test tube or sample. Esspecially the lower zone
in red maarks this circum
mstance, in ad
ddition to the uupper central zone.

Figure 3. P2 test tube w
with delaminattion zones in the
t sample
In figure 3, an ultrasonnic inspection
n using immerrsion transmisssion of the P2
2 specimen iss shown wheree different
defects hhave been geenerated. A kind
k
of dark squares clearrly aligned in
n four rows appear. Thesse defects,
delaminaations caused by
b Teflon bag
gs, applicationn of release ag
gents, resin sticking, fiber cuuttings, etc. of different
sizes (3x33mm, 5x5mm
m, 7.5x7.5 mm,, 9x5 mm 10xx10 mm) placeed between lay
yers have beenn placed in lay
yer 8 of the
test piecee.
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2.1 Theorretical Foundaations and Co
oncepts
Ultrasounnd measuremeents have been
n made by imm
mersion testin
ng of the speciimen (Silk, 19982; Huang ett al., 2000;
Nesvijskii, 2000; Duneggan & Tetelman, 1971), in tthis case the sp
pecimen and the probe are im
immersed (76 mm water
layer) in tthe coupling fluid,
fl
which is almost alway s water with th
he necessary additives
a
to pre
revent corrosio
on damage.
The stabiility of the ouutput signal iss directly relatted to the quaality of the waater jet, and m
more specificaally to the
absence oof turbulence. The design of the probe nozzle is crittical as it can
n cause disturrbances. The separation
between sstylus nozzle and
a sample is 20 mm. Usingg this techniqu
ue, panel or prrobe inspectionn is much fastter and can
be done aautomatically (Maskov et all., 2000; Marssh, 2002; Vadecantos, Migu
uel, & Gallegoo, 1995).

Figgure 4. Left: water
w
tank imm
mersion system
m. Right: Meaasured on the part
p by immerrsion transmission
It will be taken into account that wh
hen an ultrasonnic beam passses through a material,
m
certaain physical ph
henomena
will occuur that will be necessary to know for a bbetter interprettation of the results.
r
Whenn we speak of ultrasonic
wave we refer to frequuencies higherr than 20 KH, within this baand we can sp
peak of nearbyy ultrasound (frequency
(
between 220 and 100 KH
H), band from
m 0.2 to 25 MH
Hz and frequen
ncies above 10
00 MHz whichh is the field of
o acoustic
microscoppy. These ulttrasonic wavees can propaggate through any
a material medium,
m
wheere there are atoms
a
and
molecules capable of vibrating. Ho
owever, thesee waves are attenuated
a
by all materialss according to
o different
absorptioon and dispersiion phenomen
na, so not all m
media are suitaable for transm
mitting ultrasoound (Ramirezz Lopez et
al., 1996;; Hervfeld & Litovitis,
L
1959
9).
Next, som
me important parameters will
w be definedd for the study
y to be carried
d out (Alonso & Finn, 1987
7; Pollock,
1987; Kaapranos & Prieestner, 1987; Harvey,
H
1963;; Mundry, 196
68).
Wave frequency (f): is the number of oscillations oof a particle per
p second. Wiithin the samee wave, it is the same for
all particlles and is idenntical to the freequency of thhe generator, which
w
can be chosen
c
arbitrar
arily.
Acoustic velocity (C): is the propagaation velocity of the wave fo
or a given con
ndition, for exaample, in a com
mpression
zone. Thiis velocity is a characterisstic of the maaterial and, in
n general, is constant
c
for a given materiial, at any
frequencyy and any waavelength. However, this iss not strictly accurate, sincce such speedd depends, esp
pecially in
liquids annd gases, on prressure, tempeerature and othher parameterss. However, in
n many solid m
materials, such
h as metals,
this influeence can be neeglected. For this
t reason, thiis speed can be taken approx
ximately as a cconstant of thee material,
a very useeful conditionn for ultrasonicc testing. The aacoustic veloccity for a longiitudinal wave is given by the formula:
𝐶

.
.

µ

µ .

µ

(m/s)

(1)

where E iis the moduluus of elasticity (N/m2), µ is tthe Poisson co
oefficient (dim
mensionless) qquotient betweeen lateral
and axial deformationss and ρ is the density
d
of the material (Kg//m3).
Acoustic impedance (Z
Z): not all materials will behhave the samee way when they are crossedd by an ultraso
onic wave.
The resisstance that the materials oppose to the passage of th
he ultrasonic wave is whaat is known as
a acoustic
impedancce, impedancee of the acousstic wave or sspecific acousstic impedancce. It is a resisstance that op
pposes the
vibration of the wave. If a medium has
h a low impeedance, its maass elements will
w vibrate at high speed, with
w only a
small chaange in sound pressure;
p
that is, the medium
m will offer litttle resistance to the elastic deformations caused by
the wave. If, on the coontrary, the im
mpedance is hiigh, the mass elements will vibrate slow
wly, even if th
he acoustic
pressure is high, sincee the medium
m offers greatt resistance to
o elastic defo
ormations. Exp
xperimentally, it can be
calculatedd through the formula:
𝑍

(Kg
g/m2.s)

𝜌.. 𝐶
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which inddicates that thhe acoustic im
mpedance is a constant of the
t material. Materials
M
withh a high impeedance are
called "accoustically harrd" (steel with
h Z = 45.106 K
Kg/m2.s) in con
ntrast to "acou
ustically soft" (water with Z = 1,5.106
Kg/m2.s).. Impedance inn solid bodiess is generally hhigher than in
n liquids and, in
i these, higheer than in gasees.
On the othher hand, if a flat acoustic wave
w
falls perppendicularly on
o a flat and so
oft surface thatt separates two
o different
media, a part of the ennergy of the wave is reflecteed and returnss in the same direction
d
of thhe incident, an
nother part
propagatees in the seconnd medium maintaining
m
its direction and
d sense. If Ii is the intensity of the inciden
nt wave, Ir
the refleccted one, It thee transmitted one
o and Z1 annd Z2 the respeective acoustic impedancess of the materiials, this is
graphicallly exposed ass follows:

F
Figure
5. Perp
pendicular inciidence of the sound wave on
o a flat surfacce
It can be seen from figgure 5 above, that A is the incident enerrgy, B is the energy
e
transm
mitted from meedium I to
medium III and C is thee energy refleccted on the booundary surfacce I, so that A = B + C.
We call R the reflection coefficient and
a T the trannsmission coeffficient that arre given by:
𝑅

;

(3)

𝑇

(4)

Both are dimensionlesss coefficients that express th
the percentagee of reflected and
a transmitteed intensity respectively
in relationn to the incideent intensity.
The energgy balance exppressed in inteensities remaiins: 𝐼
𝐼
theory off propagation of
o acoustic waaves it is obtaiined that:
𝑅

𝐼 and thereefore can be pput: R + T = 1. From the
;

(5)

𝑇

(6)

It can be ddeduced that from
f
the pointt of view of thhe acoustic inteensities, it is in
ndifferent the side of the lim
mit surface
on whichh the wave affeects since the values of R an
and T do not ch
hange when exchanged
e
betw
tween Z1 and Z2. As the
specific aacoustic energgy is given by::
𝐸

𝜌𝑉

𝑊//𝑚

𝜌𝑤 𝐴

(7)

and the soound intensityy by the follow
wing formula:
𝐼

𝜌𝐶𝑉

𝑍𝑉

𝑍𝑤
𝑤 𝐴

𝑊
𝑊/𝑚

(8)

where w iis the angular frequency, A is the amplituude and P is thee sound pressu
ure. Taking innto account thiis equation,
we can puut the followinng expression
ns of the coeffi
ficients of refleection and tran
nsmission of ssound pressurre:
𝑅
𝑇

;

(9)

;

(10)

in such a way that it caan be put:
𝑅′

= √𝑅

(11)

𝑇′

=

𝑇

(12)
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From the expression 11 it is deduced firstly that the reflected acoustic pressure will be of the same amplitude,
whatever the side of the limit surface on which the wave is incident, that is to say, independently of the sequence of
both materials; although in the case of being Z2>Z1, R' will be positive, which indicates that the incident wave and
the reflected wave are in phase and, in the opposite case (Z2<Z1), R' will be negative, which indicates an inversion
of the phase of the reflected wave in relation to the incident wave.
From the expression 12 it is deduced that although the acoustic pressure transmitted in phase with the incident, it
will not be independent of the sequence of the two materials, so that if Z2>Z1, then T'>1, which indicates that its
amplitude will be greater than that of the incident wave and, in the opposite case (Z2<Z1, T'<1) less.
Finally, the balance of sound pressure, in contrast to energy or sound intensity, can be put as
Pi + Pr = Pt, either 1 +R’ = T’
which implies that for balance to be maintained, the sum of the pressures must be the same on both sides of the
interface.
2.2 Methodology Applied to the Real Case
The determination of possible defects in composite materials widely used in the industrial sector, is the problem to
be addressed once established the theoretical foundations of the physical interaction of an ultrasonic wave with
matter.
It is important that the use of these materials at a technological and industrial level guarantees that they do not have
defects that reduce their mechanical properties considerably, especially in critical structures.
The main defects to be evaluated are:
•

The punctual or generalized porosity that will be basically air inclusions within the polymeric matrix that
could have been produced by a low pressure application in the resin curing process in its manufacturing
process or by a movement between layers after the resin has started its molecular crosslinking process
(Heru et al., 1997).

•

In epoxy matrix carbon fiber laminates, low energy impacts cause damage that can result in dents, matrix
cracking, fiber to matrix delamination and fiber breakage. Of all these, delamination is probably the most
harmful due to the difficulty in detecting it and the reduction it causes in the properties (Baker; Jones &
Callinan, 1985; Wróbel, Wierzbicki & Pawlak, 2005). The possible delaminations of a carbon fiber layer
will be evaluated, these will be identified by the presence of air due to the detachment of successive layers
of fiber due to lack of adhesion between them (Cantwell, Curtis, & Morton, 1986; Miyano et al., 1994).

In Table 1, some physical and mechanical properties of some materials that will be used in the ultrasonic
inspection process to be developed on the chosen composite material have been collected.
Table 1. Physical and mechanical data on some materials
Material

Densidad

Módulo elástico

Coeficiente de Poisson

Ρ (Kg/m3)

E (Gpa)

(adimensional)

1100

3,4

0,4

Fibra de carbono (AS4 alta
resistencia)

1790

330

0,1

Agua

1000

---

---

Aire

1,22

---

---

Resina epoxy
Modificada 8552

In the technical inspection performed by ultrasound we will find, first the water layer, since it is an inspection by
immersion in water, then the polymer matrix formed by an epoxy resin type, the carbon fiber used as reinforcement,
and finally, the presence of air in the form of porosity or delamination.
The speed of sound propagation in the different media (CL) and the acoustic impedance (Z) will be determined,
since the amount of reflected and transmitted sound will be obtained from these parameters. It will be taken into
account that the speed of sound in air is 340 m/s and in water 1435 m/s, and therefore, it is not necessary to
calculate them.
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2.2.1 Insppection for Poorosities
We are gooing to try to determine if it is possible too detect if therre are air poro
osities in the m
manufactured composite
material. We have alreeady seen thatt one of the paanels (P1) hass been prepareed expressly ffor this purpo
ose and we
have beenn able to deterrmine them by
y means of imm
mersion ultrassounds as show
wn in figure 22b. If there is porosity
p
in
the panel due to lack off pressure during the forminng process, it will
w appear in the epoxy ressin, so we musst evaluate
the combbination of watter, epoxy resin and air.
We will sstart the ultrasonic inspectio
on study takingg into accountt the water firsst (where the uultrasonic beam
m initially
propagatees). It will be taken
t
into acco
ount that the innspection willl be performed
d using a norm
mal incidence probe
p
with
a frequenncy of 1 MHz that will prod
duce an intensiity of 200 dB..
The studyy will be carrieed out in two phases,
p
that is,, first the mateerials such as water
w
and epox
oxy resin will be
b studied,
and then, in a second phase,
p
the epox
xy resin will bbe studied witth the air.
The following figure shhows in schem
matic form thee components of
o the materiaals to be taken into account to
t perform
the ultrassonic inspectioon to locate th
he porosity in tthe material.

Figure 6.. Distribution of layers in th
he study of poorosity with peerpendicular in
ncidence of thhe acoustic waave on the
flat ssurface of the plate
Phase 1: W
Water + epoxxy resin
Using thee formulas of the speed of sound propaggation (1) and the acoustic impedance
i
(22) and the paraameters of
Table 1 foor the two matterials that aree analyzed in thhis phase, matterial 1 the waater and materiial 2 the epoxy
y resin, the
followingg results are reeached:
Table 2. A
Acoustic velocity and impeedance of wateer and epoxy resin
r
M
Material

Veelocidad acústtica

Imped
dancia acústicaa

CL (m/s)

Z (Kg/m2.s)*106

A
Agua

14435

1,44

Resina epoxy 8552
8

25573,59

2,83

Using forrmulas 11 andd 12 of the refflected and traansmitted soun
nd pressures respectively,
r
w
we obtain the following
results suummarized in Table 3. In this case the waater will be maaterial 1 and th
he epoxy resinn will be mateerial 2.
Table 3. P
Percentage off reflected and
d transmitted w
wave from waater and epoxy
y resin
Material
Agua

Reflectanciaa

Transm
mitancia

R’ (%)

T’ (%)

32,55

132,55
5

Resina epox
xy 8552
In this caase, Z2>Z1 is positive, indicating that thhe incident an
nd reflected waves
w
are in phase. Being
g Z2>Z1, it
indicates that T'>1, which implies that the ampllitude of the transmitted wave
w
will be ggreater than that
t
of the
incident w
wave. The trannsmitted wavee has an acousstic pressure of
o 132.55%. This
T we will reepresent in fig
gure 7.
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Figurre 7. Acousticc pressures in tthe case of refflection in waater and epoxyy resin
Figure 7 shows the vallues of the inccident (blue) aand reflected (orange)
(
wavee pressures in m
medium I (waater). Also
shown is the transmitteed wave (greeen) in the epoxxy resin matrix. The reflected and transm
mitted intensitiies will be
the produuct of multiplyying the incid
dent power (2000 dB) by thee percentage of
o reflected (322.55%) and trransmitted
wave (132.55%) whichh gives intensiities of 65.1 ddB and 265.1 dB
d respectivelly.
Phase 2: E
Epoxy resin + air
For this sstudy procedurre, it will be operated
o
in a ssimilar way ass in phase 1. If there is poroosity in the paanel due to
lack of prressure duringg the forming process,
p
it willl appear in thee epoxy resin, so we must evvaluate the combination
of epoxy resin with airr, the first will be material 1 and air will be
b material 2.
Table 4. A
Acoustic velocity and impeedance for epooxy resin and air
a
M
Material

Veelocidad acústtica

Imped
dancia acústicaa

CL (m/s)

Z (Kg/m2.s)*106

Resina epoxy 8552
8

25573,591435

2,83

A
Aire

3440

0,0004
41

Using forrmulas 11 andd 12 of the reflected and trannsmitted acousstic pressures respectively, w
we obtain the following
results suummarized in table 5.
Table 5. P
Percentage off reflected and
d transmitted w
wave for epoxy resin and airr
Maaterial
Resina epoxy 85
552

Reeflectancia

Transmitancia

R’ (%)

T’ (%
%)

-999,97%

0,028%

Airre
In this caase of searchinng for porosity
y in the samplle, it has been
n obtained thatt Z2<Z1, so thhat R' is negatiive, which
indicates a phase inverrsion of the reeflected wave with respect to
t the inciden
nt wave. As Z22<Z1, it is also
o obtained
that T'<1 which impliees that the tran
nsmitted wavee is smaller th
han the inciden
nt wave. Figuure 8 below will express
graphicallly the results obtained.
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Figure 8. Aco
oustic pressurees in the case of epoxy resin
n and porosityy
Figure 8 sshows the values of the preessures of the iincident wavee (blue) and reeflected wave (orange) in th
he medium
I (epoxy rresin). It also shows the tran
nsmitted wavee (green) in air (possible porosity). The reeflected and trransmitted
intensities will be the product
p
of multiplying the inncident powerr (200 dB) by the percentagge of reflected
d (99.97%)
and transmitted wave (0.028%).
(
To determine thee intensities, it should be taaken into accoount that the in
ntensity of
the incideent wave is eqqual to the inteensity of the w
wave transmittted in the prev
vious phase, iee 265.1 dB. Making
M
this
consideraation, the reflected intensitty will be 2655.02 dB and the transmitteed intensity w
will be 0.0742
2 dB. The
intensity of the transmiitted wave is practically
p
zerro, however, the
t intensity of the reflectedd wave is pracctically the
total (therre is almost noo attenuation), so that the pporosity can bee easily identified.
2.2.2 Insppection for Deelaminations
If there iis a delaminattion in the material, it willl occur betweeen layers of carbon fiber used as reinfforcement,
therefore,, it will be takken into acco
ount that the uultrasonic beaam will pass through the w
water layer, the polymer
matrix, thhe carbon fibeer and finally it
i will meet thhe delaminatio
on (if any) beffore passing thhrough the nex
xt layer of
carbon fibber. The schem
me can be seeen in the follow
wing figure 9..

Figure 9. Distribution of
o layers in thee study of delaaminations wiith perpendicu
ular incidence of the acoustiic wave on
the flaat surface of th
he plate
For the sttudy of delamiination identiffication, it willl be studied in
n three phasess each with a sset of two matterials. For
the first pphase the wateer and epoxy matrix
m
will bee selected, for the second th
he epoxy matrrix and the carrbon fibre,
and for thhe third and lasst one, the carbon fibre and the air (possib
ble delaminatiion). It is interresting above all
a that the
quantity of wave thatt crosses the carbon fiberr is the greatter possible thing
t
to be aable to detectt the later
delaminaation.
Phase 1: W
Water + epoxxy resin
The data obtained for the
t inspection
n for porosity will be valid for this phasee, with a reflecctance of 32.5
55% and a
transmittaance of 132.555%, which tran
nslates into a rreflected inten
nsity of 65.1 dB and a transm
mitted intensitty of 265.1
dB. This value will be the one that in
n the study off the second ph
hase enters as the incident w
wave value.
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Phase 2: E
Epoxy resin + carbon fiber
Taking innto account eqquations 1 and
d 2, and the vaalues of the an
nalyzed materrials referenceed in Table 1, the speed
and acousstic impedancce of the two materials
m
listedd in Table 6 have
h
been deteermined.
Table 6. A
Acoustic velocity and impeedance for epooxy resin and carbon
c
fiber
Maaterial

Vellocidad acústiica

Impedancia acústicca

CL (m/s)

Z (Kg
g/m2.s)*106

Reesina epoxy 85
552

25773,591435

2,83

Fibbra de carbono
o AS4

137731,25

24,57
7

Using equuations 11 andd 12, the refleccted and transm
mitted acoustiic pressures haave been deterrmined and aree shown in
Table 7.
Table 7. P
Percentage off reflected and
d transmitted w
wave for epoxy resin and caarbon fiber
M
Material
Resina epoxy 8552
8

Reeflectancia

Transm
mitancia

R’’ (%)

T’ (%)

799,34%

179,34
4%

Fiibra de carbon
no AS4
In this case you have too Z2>Z1 so R' is positive, wh
which indicatess that the incid
dent and refleccted waves aree in phase.
Being Z2>
>Z1, it indicattes that T'>1, which
w
impliess that the amp
plitude of the transmitted
t
wa
wave will be grreater than
that of thee incident wavve. Because carbon fiber haas a greater caapacity to tran
nsmit sound, aas indicated by
y the value
of its imppedance Z, the transmitted wave will inccrease its pow
wer to 179.34%
%. We are gooing to represent this in
figure 10.

Figure 10. Acoustic
A
pressu
ures in the dellamination stu
udy case for ep
poxy resin andd carbon fiberr
Figure 100 shows the vaalues of the preessures of the incident wavee (blue) and reeflected wave (orange) in th
he medium
I (epoxy resin). Also shown
s
is the transmitted w
wave (green) in
i the carbon fiber. The reeflected and trransmitted
intensities will be the product
p
of mulltiplying the inncident powerr (265.1 dB) by
y the percentaage of reflected (79.34%)
and transsmitted wave (179.34%) wh
hich gives inttensities of 21
10.33 dB and 475.43 dB reespectively. Th
his data is
beneficiaal if what is sought is that th
he acoustic waave reaches the possible delamination.
Phase 3: C
Carbon fiber + air (delamin
nation):
It remainss to be studiedd how the acou
ustic wave woould react when
n passing thro
ough the carboon fiber and reaching the
possible ddelamination (presence of air). It shouldd be noted agaain, that the in
ncident wave is the one callculated as
transmitteed previously,, that is, the on
ne with an inttensity of 475..43 dB.
Table 8. A
Acoustic velocity and impeedance of carbbon fiber and possible
p
delam
mination (air)
M
Material

Veelocidad acústtica

Imped
dancia acústicaa

CL (m/s)

Z (Kg/m2.s)*106

Fiibra de carbon
no AS4

133731,25

24,57

A
Aire

3440

0,0004
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Table 9. P
Percentage off reflected and
d transmitted w
wave for carbo
on fiber and possible delam
mination
M
Material
Fiibra de carbon
no AS4

Reeflectancia

Transm
mitancia

R’’ (%)

T’ (%)

-9 9,99%

0,0033
3%

A
Aire
In this caase of searchinng for delamin
nations in thee sample, it haas been obtain
ned that Z2<Z11, so that R' iss negative,
which inddicates a phasse inversion of
o the reflecteed wave with respect to thee incident wavve. As Z2<Z1, it is also
obtained that T'<1 whhich implies th
hat the transm
mitted wave is
i smaller thaan the incidennt wave. Figure 11 will
express ggraphically thee results obtain
ned.

Figure 11. Accoustic pressures in the delaamination stud
dy case for carrbon fiber andd delamination
n
Figure 111 shows the vaalues of the pressures of thhe incident waave (blue color) and reflecteed wave (oran
nge) in the
medium I carbon fiberr). The transm
mitted wave (ggreen) is also shown in the possible delam
amination. Thee reflected
and transm
mitted intensiities will be th
he product of m
multiplying th
he incident pow
wer (475.43 ddB) by the percentage of
reflected (99.99%) annd transmitted
d wave (0.00033%) which gives intensities of 475.338 dB and 0.0156
0
dB
respectiveely. The reflected intensity is practicallyy the same as the
t one that has
h come from
m the carbon fiber
f
layer,
however, the transmitteed one is very
y small. Thereffore, 0.0033%
% of the dB willl be transmittted, so the deteector must
identify a signal of 0.00156 dB that would
w
be a quuite low signaal. Probably, it
i would not bbe possible to identify a
delaminaation in this tyype of samplees with the siggnal used of 1 MHz frequeency and 200 dB intensity,, since the
attenuatioon of the signaal that had beeen emitted is ppractically totaal. Therefore, in
i order to iden
entify this typee of defect,
it should be consideredd to work with
h higher frequuencies and sou
und intensities.
3. Resultts
This studdy of defect iddentification in
i composite materials hass shown how porosities andd delaminatio
ons can be
identifiedd in this type of
o material usiing the techniqque of ultraso
ound immersio
on.
Ultrasounnds, as a NDT
T technique, has
h a high pennetration pow
wer because in
n the test provvides informattion of the
entire vollume of the saample but with
h the ability too test greater thicknesses,
t
haas a high senssitivity which allows the
detectionn of very smalll defects (depeending on the quality of the material analyzed), the possition of intern
nal defects
is accurattely determineed, as well as th
he estimation of size, orienttation, shape and
a nature of hheterogeneity, only need
access byy a surface to perform the test, the resullt of the inspeection is instan
ntaneous (reaal time) since the whole
process oof signal generration and recception is conttrolled electro
onically, the teechnique of im
mage capture of the test
makes poossible an adeqquate documeentation of it, tthere are no risks for the operator or for th
the people who
o could be
observingg the test, theyy have a high versatility
v
sinnce the ultrasou
und test has a great amountt of resources that allow
to undertaake a great am
mount of industrial problem
ms (Miyano et al., 1986; Waan et al., 20166). They also have
h
some
disadvanttages, such as
a requiring highly qualiffied personneel, small, irregular, roughh or thin sam
mples are
complicaated to inspect,, the passage of
o acoustic eneergy from the probe to the sample
s
and vicceversa requirres the use
of a couppling fluid, heeterogeneities very close to the surface may
m not be deetected and thhe calibration of the test
system annd the determ
mination of ceertain characteeristics of the defects requiires the use oof standard orr reference
samples.
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Calculations of the percentages of acoustic intensities of reflected and transmitted waves allow more or less easily
to determine if it is possible to detect defects (porosity and delaminations) in a material (composite). It will be
taken into account that for the inspection of delaminations, an almost complete attenuation of the transmitted wave
is produced, so in practice, for the search of this type of defects, it should be taken into account to work with higher
frequencies, as well as acoustic intensities.
4. Discussion
Unidirectional components are not commonly used in aerospace structural components due to their high
anisotropy of mechanical properties. Normally multidirectional laminates are used which are optimal for different
load conditions (Miyano et al,,1986; Marsh, 2002; DobrzaÉski, 2002). Even so, it is necessary to study
unidirectional laminates since this allows us to know how the material behaves in the direction of the fibers, since
the sheet presents maximum properties in this direction and minimum properties in the transversal direction. The
tested laminate presents the highest resistance and elastic module and the lowest possible thermal expansion
coefficient in one direction.
The study of the use of the physical phenomena of interaction of the ultrasonic wave in the composite material is an
excellent tool to identify defects by ultrasound in this type of materials. This will help the beginners who are
initiated in the application of this type of methodologies (especially the ultrasounds) in the laboratories to be able
to adjust in a theoretical way the measurement devices, one of the most pronounced difficulties in this type of
measurements. This will also provide an approximate idea of the frequency and intensity of work for certain types
of materials and defects, reducing preparation times and costs of testing.
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